2020‒21 ANNUAL REPORT

Top: Campaspe Drive slope; Lake Earnshaw (2017 reveg)
Bottom: Five Mile Creek (near Clancy bridge site); Woodend Grassland

Minutes of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of Woodend Landcare Inc. 2020
Held on Sunday 22 November 2020, 12:30 pm at Wood/Bowen St paddock, Woodend
I.

Roll Call
The following persons were present:
Jennifer Anderson, Susan Carroll, Kate Daniel, Melissa Hart, Chris Holmes, David Gossip,
Peter Yates

II.

Apologies
Michael Berechree, Dave Bower, Lulu Cockram, Mark Horner, Nicole Middleton, Krista
Patterson-Majoor, Linda Vale

III.

President’s Welcome
Kate Daniel welcomed attendees, following on from the working bee.

IV.

Approval of minutes from last AGM
The Minutes from the last AGM were presented by email (21 November). The Minutes were
accepted as written (moved, K Daniel; seconded J Anderson).
Committee report of activities

V.

The President, Kate Daniel, gave a summary of the activities to 30 June 2020:
•
•
•
•
•

Activities and working bees disrupted due to COVID-19 pandemic
Group’s involvement in NCCMA/Western Water scoping project for Five Mile Creek suspended
in April due to pandemic
J Clancy’s bequest of $250,000 progressed fractionally; functional plan seen, MOU signed
All grants acquitted
MRIMAG having difficulty collecting catch data from members; financially sound – did not seek
funding this year
The President’s report was accepted as written (moved, C Holmes; seconded J Anderson).

K Daniel presented the Treasurer’s report, circulated 21 November by email. The report was
accepted as written (moved, K Daniel; seconded P Yates).
VI.

Adoption/confirmation of membership fees

Attendees discussed membership fees for forthcoming year. Agreed unanimously to keep fees set at
$20 per family membership.
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VII.

Election of Committee Members – Susan Carroll

The current President stood down. S Carroll took floor as public officer. All committee positions were
declared vacant.
Nominations were received for following positions:
President – Kate Daniel
Vice-President – David Gossip
Secretary – Linda Vale
Treasurer – Krista Patterson-Majoor
General Committee – Dave Bower, Doug Dalgleish, Nicole Middleton, Peter Yates
All elected and appointed unopposed.
VIII.

Adjournment

The President closed the AGM at 12:40 pm with thanks to attendees.

Minutes recorded and submitted by K Daniel (President)
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2020‒21

Despite some uncertainty due to the Coronavirus pandemic, members should be congratulated for their
enthusiasm and agility when it came to Landcare activities this year. We threaded the needle neatly between
lockdowns to hold bees when we could. In fact, lockdown shone a light on Five Mile Creek and Woodend’s
outdoor spaces and local walks like we’ve not seen before and we gained a few new members thanks to
appreciation of the environment or cabin fever.
Small matters of business attended to during the year were consultation with MRSC on dog off-leash areas,
with Peter Yates providing advice on mapping, signage and naming corrections; new written copy for an
updated Five Mile Creek walking trail brochure; and support for a firewise demonstration garden to be created
by Woodend CFA. Meetings were held face-to-face and by Zoom.
We were invited to put forward sites as part of a long-term study into pollinator species being undertaken in
partnership with Upper Campaspe Landcare Network. Slatey Creek, Five Mile Creek and Woodend grasslands
will now be periodically surveyed, to track pollinator corridors across 30+ mixed land use sites in the Macedon
Ranges, monitoring impacts and patterns.
Working bees with 8‒24 people were held when possible: at the Envirofund paddock at Wood St, downstream
from Romsey Rd bridge, the weedy slope near Campaspe Drive, Quarry Rd and Slatey Creek Reserve. We also
participated in a joint working bee with Woodend Rotary in June to do site preparation near the Information
Centre for a future reflection spot.
With future projects in mind, we submitted two grant applications: to support a Trust for Nature project for
restoring the covenanted Woodland property in Woodend; and to develop a Five Mile Creek masterplan. We
do not know the outcome of the first grant, but we do know the masterplan application has been
successful. We also supported the ongoing Black Gum Project of the Threatened Species Conservancy and
contributed to the District 3442 Cool Changes project ‒ community climate action planning for the Woodend
area.
We thank Brendan Barbetti at Southern Ecosystems Management for his excellent work on ivy, angled onion
weed and periwinkle and we’re encouraged by this first attack. We are grateful to MRSC for facilitating a long
overdue mechanised removal of woody weeds at the Bowen St extension and up the East St easement on the
north side of the creek. There is great potential for this site to be rehabilitated and revegetated ‒ but more
importantly, weeded and maintained ‒ in future years and we’ve flagged our interest in the site with MRSC.
The group, and individual members, provided feedback to council’s Roadside Conservation Management Plan,
acknowledging the challenge of balance and praising their tiered approach to managing different levels of
ecological value. I think one of our group’s primary responsibilities remains education and awareness raising
for locals about how to reduce the footprint of their property ‘clean ups’ and to encourage retaining messy,
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mixed and biodiverse roadsides. After a wet 2021 winter, this will be something we should vigorously
champion into the spring and summer.
Community engagement events included assisting Woodend Library with a Quarry Road Rail Reserve
wildflower hunt last spring and supporting Threatened Species Conservancy with a Black Gum giveaway in
October. Some interesting stats on communication were gathered by Krista in February 2021. We had 301 and
191 followers of our Facebook and webpage respectively. Both groups receive notifications of events and the
newsletter. Over a six-month period, we received 201‒724 views per month, wherein people accessed our
website. The peak was when we promoted the habitat boxes. In 2020, we had 2227 views from 1516 people.
The most popular pages were (in descending order): Home page (blog), Black Gum Conservation, Five Mile
Creek, Lake Earnshaw, About, Contact Us, Useful Resources, Get involved, Calendar. The most downloaded
files were the recommended plants list (130), Annual Report (63), Five Mile Creek report (55), Membership
form (52), History of planting along the creek (40), Black Gum flyer (38). Despite all this, it seems the Woodend
Star is the most valuable forum to deliver messages and perhaps the Coles window for working bee flyers.
The Clancy bridge project has been put to tender twice in this period with MRSC and two bidders are currently
being considered, pending some clarification on bridge design.
Thursday Crew members continue to put in countless hours of valuable work over a year, gathering most
weeks to help maintain sites all over Woodend: Five Mile Creek west of the High St bridge to Jeffreys St, Lake
Earnshaw, the Rotary track at Buffalo, Quarry and Bawden Roads, Sullivans Lane and around BUPA and
GemLife. I’d like to acknowledge the massive contribution the Crew make in keeping these green spaces
useable and appreciated. Dave Bower is cheerful at the helm.
Special thanks to Krista for masterminding and organising the Habitat in a Box project (see page 7) singlehandedly. It’s a tangible, practical outcome for the local environment and biodiversity.
I’d like to thank all our members, the visitors and one-off weeders, the readers and ‘likers’ and especially the
committee for their continued support for the environment, their doing and their easy company. Many thanks
to Krista, our retiring Treasurer, for serving another stint in the role.
Kate Daniel
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FINANCIAL REPORT 2020‒21
Financial position
The group had a relatively quiet year in 2020‒21 due to COVID restrictions. There were no major grants received.
The new program, A Box of Habitat, proved immensely popular with 95 boxes ordered for 34 Woodend residents. In
2020‒21, $2270 was received from participants to cover the cost of the plants being grown by Tree Project volunteers
and Western Plains Flora.
The Federal Government volunteer grant (DSS OHS/PPE) has now largely been expended and this account will be closed.
Woodend Landcare has supported three larger grant applications:
1. Black Gum Recovery Project with Threatened Species Conservancy – Community Action Grant
2. Pollard Property Trust for Nature covenant with Trust for Nature – Landcare Grant
3. Five Mile Creek Masterplan Project ‒ Macedon Ranges Shire Council (MRSC) Community Grant
We are yet to hear the outcome of these grants.
We are thankful for MRSC’s annual Landcare funding and membership fees to keep our group ticking along.
INCOME AND EXPENSES: 2020‒2021

Closing Balance at 30 June 2021 is $9,024.26.
$3,190.75 of this balance is committed funds and $5,577.21 is net available funds.
Krista Patterson-Majoor
Treasurer
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‘A BOX OF HABITAT’ PROJECT
In 2020 Woodend Landcare partnered with Tree Project to offer ‘A Box of Habitat’ to Woodend residents.
Each box ($30) comes with at least 48 native plants – carefully selected to suit the Woodend area. They
include a range of grasses, ground cover, shrubs and a few trees, and ensures recipients get a really interesting
and diverse box of habitat. Seedlings for the boxes are grown by committed volunteers through Tree Project,
with additional (and more difficult-to-grow) species through Western Plains Flora.
We were thrilled with the level of interest from local residents; in total, we received orders for 95 boxes from
34 Woodend residents (see map). Following the storm of 9 June, we sourced an additional 500 plants to
create a further 16 boxes. This latter group will be distributed to local properties that had severe tree loss.
The success of the project means that 5060 native plants will be added to properties around Woodend, a
wonderful habitat boost for our native animals, birds and insects.
Special thanks to Chloe Green from Howzit Greeny for the fabulous logo and also to Penny Roberts from
Newham Landcare for her guidance on working with Tree Project and generous offer of local seed .
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SLATEY CREEK BLACK GUM RESERVE
Slatey Creek Black Gum Reserve continued to be managed by local residents and Woodend Landcare
throughout the latter part of 2020 and into 2021.
Over summer many thistles were cut off at the base before flowering and gradually the number appearing
each year is getting less. In autumn rapidly emerging blackberries were poisoned in about half of the reserve
and the section on the western side of Ashbourne Rd.
In May 2021 an annual working bee was held as part of Woodend Landcare’s Sunday working bee program.
This was well attended by 10 regular members and five newcomers, with some living close by. This was a
really pleasing result and we hope to see them at future working bees. Most of the reserve was gone over at
the bee to cut and poison remaining blackberries plus gorse, ivy and hawthorns. Some roadside rubbish was
picked up, plant guards removed and a small pile of branches burnt.
The overnight storm in June that severely impacted the Macedon Ranges affected the reserve. Four major
trees blew over, with one dragging down powerlines and snapping a power pole at the base. Just a few
hundred metres away ‒ up Donalds Road and further along Ashbourne Road ‒ the damage was far more
extensive, so the reserve had a lucky escape.
Ongoing maintenance will be required over the next twelve months to keep this small section of remnant
black gum forest in good order.
David Gossip

THURSDAY CREW
The last twelve months has been challenging for the Thursday Crew with intermittent lockdowns and
persistent rain this winter causing access problems.
During the year our main objective was to tackle the proliferation of gorse and broom along Quarry and
Bawden Roads. It is an ongoing task , but hopefully persistence will pay off. The Lake Earnshaw precinct was
another area that we have attempted to clean up, but with the 9 June storm a lot of work will be required to
restore the environment. The scout plantings and St Ambrose school plantings also received a makeover, with
members removing blackberries and thistles. We have noticed an abundance of ivy growing along the creek,
which is becoming a real problem, one we will focus on in the next period.
The contractors did a fantastic job along the creek spraying the blackberries and dead canes are a welcome
symbol of their success.
I would like to thank the crew ‒ Danny, Joe, Jan, Howard, Ken and Paul ‒ for their enthusiasm throughout the
year, especially this winter. On behalf of the Thursday Crew, thanks also to the committee for their support.
Dave Bower
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MACEDON RANGES INDIAN MYNA ACTION GROUP
Volunteer trappers mark eight years of operation of MRIMAG this year, with over 7445 mynas caught Shirewide since its formation in 2013. Indian mynas are an introduced species, now considered one of the world’s
most invasive pests. Territorial and domineering, these birds commonly form large flocks on the fringes of
town, driving out native species and out-competing them for nesting hollows, ousting other occupants and
their eggs from their nests and preying on the young. It’s the noticeable decline in their own backyard native
birds that drives most MRIMAG trappers to action.
MRIMAG has recorded 1040 mynas trapped in this reporting period, by 105 active trappers. Town figures for
the period are Gisborne 221, Kyneton 353, Lancefield 209 and Woodend 194.
While trapping numbers are good, mynas can quickly go from declared almost non-existent in a town, to
roaming the main street again. Without constant control the numbers will surge in a short time. We know that
even a small number of trappers seems to be able to keep the number of mynas down to a very small
population size, but we need new and active recruits to help keep it going. Every single trapper’s contribution
is worthwhile.
Ron Fink & Kate Daniel
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